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ABSTRACT: Lignin recalcitrance presents a challenge for the
development of a bioeconomy that employs lignocellulosic feed-
stocks. The efficiency of lignin deconstruction is improved by a
reduction of molecular weight, and given the discovery that flavones
serve as initiation sites in lignin biosynthesis, these molecular weight
reductions could potentially be achieved with plant metabolic
engineering to over-express flavonoids. Upon increasing the
flavonoid content in lignin, the bond strengths and properties of
flavonoid-monolignol linkages become increasingly important. To
that end, the current work applies density functional theory
calculations to elucidate the bond dissociation enthalpies (BDEs)
of flavonoid-monolignol linkages, including dimers with oxidized
monolignols. Specifically, the dimer bond strengths and monomer
hydrogen abstraction energies for the flavonoids tricin, chrysoeriol,
luteolin, apigenin, catechin, epicatechin, epigallocatechin, and epigallocatechin gallate are calculated, when coupled to seven natural
and engineered monolignols. Results indicate that 4′-O-β linkage strengths between flavonoids and monolignols are of comparable
strength to inter-monolignol β-O-4 linkages, with average flavonoid-monolignol BDEs of 70.7 kcal/mol relative to ∼69.3 kcal/mol in
analogous canonical monolignols. Epigallocatechin yielded the lowest 4′-O-β bond strength of 52.3 kcal/mol when coupled to an
oxidized monolignol, while the flavones overall produced lower average BDEs, relative to the flavanols. Substituents at the 3′-C and
5′-C positions on flavonoids affected the dimer linkage strengths to a greater extent than glycosylation or substituents further from
the linkage. Erythro and threo stereochemistry across the flavonoid-monolignol linkage library exhibited only small energetic
differences and no pronounced correlations. Taken together, the predictions from this work support the concept that higher
concentrations of flavonoid initiation sites in lignin may afford linkage properties conducive to more facile lignin depolymerization.
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■ INTRODUCTION

As the energy and material demands of humankind continue to
grow, lignocellulosic materials offer an increasingly attractive
source of sustainable carbon-based feedstocks,1,2 but the
realization of a biobased economy will hinge upon the ability
to valorize the plant biopolymer, lignin, alongside poly-
saccharides.2−7 Lignin biosynthesis involves the polymerization
of several phenylpropanoid monomers, most commonly,
coniferyl, sinapyl, and p-coumaryl alcohols, which, respectively,
generate guaiacyl (G), syringyl (S), and hydroxyphenyl (H)
units in lignin. These monolignols polymerize by radical
coupling reactions to form a diverse array of linkages due to
several reactive sites of the delocalized radical in the
monolignol. The β-O-4 bond is the most prevalent and
constitutes 35−85% of intermonolignol linkages, depending on
the plant type,8 followed by β−β, 5-O-4, and β-5 linkages,
among others.9 This radical coupling chemistry of diverse
monolignols forms a heterogeneous and recalcitrant polymer
due to the lack of structural and chemical uniformity.8,10−13

Beyond the three canonical monolignols, new monomers and
linkages that can incorporate into lignin of specific plant tissues
and species are actively being discovered.14−22 This ever-
expanding spectrum of monomers found in nature importantly
depicts the plasticity of lignin to accommodate chemical and
structural modifications while preserving its native, protective
function in plants.15

As the variability and malleability of lignin biosynthetic
pathways become better understood, they enable the strategic
engineering of less recalcitrant feedstocks.23−26 The natural C-
lignin polymer, for example, forms a linear homopolymer of
caffeyl alcohol,16,27 which challenges the conventional view of
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lignin as heterogeneous with chemically diverse linkages.
Nearly homogeneous polymers were also achieved with F5H
overexpression, yielding a more linear, S-enriched lignin,28 and
conversely, the F5H knock-out producing a polymer devoid of
the S content.25 By introducing a non-native feruloyl-CoA
monolignol transferase gene, bioengineering efforts successfully
introduced the oxidized monolignol ferulate, achieving more
labile ester linkages in ZIP-lignin.15,29,30 Taking engineered
biosynthesis a step further, curcumin incorporation was
recently reported in Arabidopsis lignin, which like ferulate
facilitated depolymerization via a labile linkage.21,31 Additional
studies have furthermore demonstrated that even canonical
monolignols are nonessential in lignin synthesis,32 permitting
considerable liberties in the engineering of novel lignin
compositions.
Another approach to reduce biomass recalcitrance is to

reduce the degree of polymerization of lignin, in light of
experimental findings that lower molecular weight lignin
polymers are more easily depolymerized.33−36 A common
approach in polymer science to reduce the molecular weight is
to increase the concentration of initiation sites, producing
more numerous shorter polymers. Recent discoveries in lignin
biosynthesis have revealed the role of flavonoid molecules as
chain initiators in lignin polymerization.35,37−40 Several classes
of flavonoids, including flavones and flavanols, have been of
longstanding interest in medicine due to their antioxidant
properties. The flavone tricin has been found to act as a highly
effective radical scavenger and therefore received significant

attention in the pharmaceutical industry as an anti-inflamma-
tory and chemopreventative.41,42 Likewise, the flavanols,
catechin and epicatechin, are active against oxidative damage43

and also studied in pharmaceutical sciences for their health
benefits.44−46 Inherently, this radical scavenging activity makes
flavonoids suitable participants in radical recombination
reactions of lignin biosynthesis. Analogous to monolignols,
flavonoids can be deprotonated at the 4′-OH position,10,47

generating a free radical that combines with activated
monolignols.16,27 Flavonoids have been observed across
many species of plants and constitute an estimated 1.5%39 or
up to 8%40 of the lignin content. A variety of glycosylated
tricins have also been documented in plants, most commonly
with glycosylation of the 7-OH and 5-OH groups.40,48 The
significance and function of diverse flavonoid types and
glycosylation patterns remain to be clarified, yet it is stipulated
that differences in the flavonoids impart distinct biological
functions. For instance, tricin-glycoside concentrations are
notably higher in alfalfa, halfa, and rice plant leaves,40

exhibiting species- and tissue-specific trends. Further, the
expression of different flavonoids is modulated in response to
environmental conditions, demonstrated by a decrease in
flavone glycoside levels seen in barley upon organic fertilization
treatments.49 Although flavonoids clearly play a key role in
plant lignification, an investigation is still required to
understand the properties of flavonoid-monolignol linkages.
An improved understanding of initiation site−lignin inter-
actions could facilitate the design of feedstocks that over-

Figure 1. Coupling scheme of flavones and flavanols with coniferyl, caffeyl, sinapyl, feruloyl, coumaryl, and 5-hydroxyconiferyl monolignols into 4′-
O-β linked flavonoid-monolignol dimers.
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express specific flavonoids to regulate the lignin molecular
weight.
Introducing higher concentrations of initiation sites in lignin

with the goal of recalcitrance reduction makes the chemical
nature of flavonoid-lignin linkages increasingly important. The
corresponding bond strengths would need to remain tractably
low, such that flavonoid-rich lignin would not come at a higher
energetic cost to depolymerize. Put into context of transition
state theory, a mere 1.36 kcal/mol increase in the activation
energy of a bond-breaking chemical reaction results in a 10-
fold decrease in the reaction rate, as may be seen by
considering the expression

∝ −k e E k T/a B (1)

Accordingly, even subtle shifts in bond strengths can have
significant outcomes in energy requirements and reaction
efficiency. Furthermore, the design of lignin polymerization
strategies would broadly benefit from understanding the
electronic structure of native flavonoid-lignin linkages. The
present work therefore evaluates the strength and electronic
properties of the 4′-O-β linkages to lignin. Computational
studies have contributed insights into the strengths of cleavable
bonds in model lignin dimers by means of evaluating relative
energetics and bond dissociation enthalpies (BDEs).47,50−56

The same approaches can be applied to evaluate the 4′-O-β
bond formation and cleavage energetics in flavonoid-
monolignol dimers. The present work uses density functional
theory (DFT) calculations to calculate the BDEs and
properties of flavonoid-monolignol dimers for the flavones,
tricin, apigenin, luteolin, and chrysoeriol (members of the
tricin biosynthetic pathway,57 which differ in their 3′ and 5′
substituents), and the flavanols, catechin, epicatechin,
epigallocatechin, and epigallocatechin gallate, coupled with
the monolignols: H, G, S, caffeyl (C), and 5-hydroxyconiferyl
(5HG) alcohols and ferulate (Figure 1). The latter non-
canonical monolignols have been demonstrated to reduce
lignin chemical complexity and could perhaps be of an additive
benefit to depolymerization efficiency, if paired with low-
molecular-weight oligomers.
In addition to the flavonoid-monolignol 4′-O-β strengths,

we calculate the hydrogen abstraction energy required for
monomer activation during biosynthesis and the radical
delocalization patterns. With these evaluations, we aim to
(1) compare the relative BDEs of flavones and flavanols
coupled to monolignols, (2) predict the reactivity of the radical
monomers in coupling reactions, (3) evaluate the magnitude of
substituent effects on dimer and monomer properties, and (4)
examine stereochemical and geometric differences in the
flavonoid-monolignol dimers. With this information, we
consider what implications a higher prevalence of flavonoid-
monolignol linkages may have for lignin depolymerization.

■ METHODS
All monomer and dimer geometries were initially prepared in
Gaussian0958 with a preliminary optimization using B3LYP/6-
31G(d). Vibrational analyses confirmed that the structures were
local minima, which were then used as starting points for
conformational searches. The large number of rotatable bonds
makes the conformer search a key step, given that the dimer
conformation can affect the BDE prediction. Less stable, high-energy
dimers could result in underestimated bond strengths, given the
smaller ΔE between a higher-energy dimer and radical products.
Therefore, a conformer library was generated for all monomer and
dimer systems using the software TINKER,59 in which a hopping

algorithm perturbs geometries to search the conformational space for
minima. In TINKER, the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF94)60

was used for sampling conformer energies. Structures were saved if
their energies satisfied a 10 kcal/mol cutoff from the lowest energy
structure found, which resulted in a pool of several thousand
conformers for each dimer system. While there are no guarantees of
locating the global minimum in this conformational search method,
this approach has been nevertheless found to sufficiently identify low-
energy conformers, proving useful for comparing across diverse dimer
bond energies.27,47,50,54,61 After ranking the MMFF energies of the
conformer pool, the 500 lowest energy structures were selected for
optimization with the semiempirical method PM6 using Mopac.62

The 20 most stable conformers from the semiempirical refinement
were then optimized with DFT using unrestricted M06-2X/Def2-
TZVPP with an ultrafine grid in Gaussian09. Unrestricted DFT was
used to calculate the monolignol and flavonoid radical species as well
as the singlet species for consistency. Vibrational analyses at 298.15 K
were performed on all resulting systems to confirm that the structures
were positive definite minimum geometries and to obtain the zero-
point energy correction and thermochemistry of each species.

The M06-2X functional was chosen for the thermodynamic
calculations, given that benchmarking works have demonstrated its
robust predictivity for thermochemical properties,63,64 which led to its
application in many previous studies on lignin dimers.27,50,55,56,61 This
functional captures 94% of dispersion forces63 and medium-range
stacking interactions65 and is therefore expected to achieve favorable
accuracy for flavonoid-lignin dimers that can involve these intra-
molecular forces. The well-polarized triple-ζ Def2-TZVPP basis set
has been shown to perform well for calculations of unpaired
electrons66 and provides sufficient basis functions for an accurate
description of bond properties and interactions.

As with β-O-4 monolignol linkages, 4′-O-β flavonoid-monolignol
linkages can form a racemic mixture of erythro stereochemistry (R,S or
S,R) and threo stereochemistry (R,R or S,S).14 Noted also in previous
works,27,61 the enantiomers within each type generate redundant
energetics, with differences arising only from the inherent accuracy of
the methods. Therefore, only one representative member of each the
erythro and threo groups studied here was modeled, arbitrarily
choosing the (S,R) and (S,S) dimer isomers. Within the flavanols,
both stereocenter configurations were evaluated, including the
catechin (R,S and S,R) and epicatechin (R,R and S,S) isomers. In
contrast, dimers of flavonoids with ferulate subsequently condense
into a double bond between C-α and C-β and thus have no 4′-O-β
stereochemistry in the final product. However, for more direct
comparison to the other monolignols, which remain saturated at these
carbon centers, both the unsaturated and saturated, chiral feruloyl
dimers were modeled in either stereochemistry.

Two methods of evaluating bond dissociation products were
considered. In the first, the enthalpy of each radical dissociation
product was determined with a single-point frequency calculation,
frozen in the optimized geometry of the dimer. This “coordinate bond
energy” evaluates the strength of the bond directly as it exists in the
lowest energy dimer conformation. The second approach permits the
reorganization of the radical products, which accounts for a rapid
electronic and geometric relaxation upon bond cleavage. This latter
approach is applied by Sangha,53 as well in our previous bond strength
computations in C-lignin27 and 5-OH coniferyl alcohol.61 In this
method, no conformational search is performed on the radical
products to avoid large-scale alterations relative to the dimer, which
could result in the misrepresentation of bond strengths. Instead, only
one downhill energy trajectory is followed in the optimization of each
radical to the nearest local minimum. BDE predictions including this
reorganization energy are expectedly lower due to the increased
stability of the radical enthalpies. While this relaxed BDE evaluation
may be more predictive for depolymerization at moderate to higher
temperatures, both approaches are compared for additional insights
into linkage strength trends, independent of instantaneous rearrange-
ments.
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■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Flavonoid-Monolignol 4′-O-β BDEs. BDEs of the 4′-O-β
flavonoid-monolignol dimer linkages resulting from optimized
product geometries are presented in Figure 2 for stereoisomer
averages, with all threo and erythro values tabulated in Table S1.
The overall range of flavonoid-monolignol 4′-O-β bond
strengths is slightly wider but comparable to the BDEs
previously calculated for lignin dimers. For example, G−G
dimers yielded an average of 68.8 kcal/mol among all
stereoisomers and 68.7 for 5HG-G dimers,71 69.3 kcal/mol
across the canonical monolignols H, G, and S,81 and a range of
63.6−71.4 kcal/mol across all β-O-4 linkages of homodimers
and heterodimers coupled with caffeyl alcohol.27

Most prominently observed in these data, the average BDE
of any flavonoid coupled to saturated ferulate, Fsat, was 10.3
kcal/mol lower, relative to the nonoxidized monolignols. The
average of these labile flavonoid-Fsat linkages was 61.9 kcal/
mol, with the overall lowest BDE of 53.9 kcal/mol observed for
the epigallocatechin-Fsat dimer (52.3 and 55.5 kcal/mol for the
erythro and threo isomers, respectively), followed by tricin-Fsat
(57.2 kcal/mol), and the epigallocatechin gallate-Fsat dimer
(58.2 kcal/mol). In contrast, when including an unsaturated
Cα−Cβ bond in the dimer with ferulate, the BDE consistently
increases. Given this unique chemical difference of the
unsaturated Cα-Cβ, the increase in 4′-O-β bond strength to
the sp2 carbon is logical, compared to the longer, more labile
bond in the saturated model system. It is important to note,
however, that the increased 4′-O-β linkage strength does not
impact the ester bond present in ferulate and epigallocatechin
gallate, which is easily hydrolyzed and imparts the reduced
recalcitrance of ferulate-rich lignin.82 The marked effect of
oxidation adjacent to the linkage is, however, pronounced
across all monolignol-flavonoid dimers. To further explore the
impact of oxidation on 4′-O-β bond strength, the coupling of
tricin to α-oxidized sinapyl was compared to the coupling with

sinapyl alcohol, an α-hydroxyl-feruloyl model, and the model
saturated Fsat compound (Figure 3). Sinapyl oxidation resulted

in a 19% decrease of BDE to 56.0 kcal/mol, weakening the
linkage to an even lower BDE than the Fsat-tricin dimer.
Experimental efforts have previously demonstrated that
oxidation of the α-hydroxyl group enhances depolymerization
of intermonolignol linkages.67,68 Our findings here show that a
significant bond weakening is similarly achieved in flavonoid-
monolignol linkages that involve an oxidized monolignol.
Interestingly, as observed by the differences in bond strengths
between ferulate and the model system Fsat, oxidation of either
carbon adjacent to the 4′-O-β linkage does not appear to
directly correlate with a reduction of the C−O bond strength,
calling for a better exploration of the role of α- and β-oxidation
in affecting lignin linkage strengths.

Figure 2. BDE of each flavonoid coupled to monolignols, where each marker presents the average BDE of the threo and erythro stereochemistry for
each dimer. All BDE values of threo and erythro isomers are presented in Table S1.

Figure 3. Comparison of BDE of tricin dimerized to (A) sinapyl
alcohol, (B) Fsat (saturated feruloyl monolignol), (C) α-hydroxyl-
ferulate, and (D) oxidized α-sinapyl alcohol.
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Although the epigallocatechin-Fsat dimer yielded the lowest
bond strength, the flavone bond strengths were consistently
lower than flavanols, with an average across all flavone-
monolignol dimers of 67.9 kcal/mol. For epigallocatechins
(with and without gallate), this average rose to 69.8 kcal/mol,
and finally, the highest average of 73.5 kcal/mol in (epi)-
catechin-monolignol dimers. Unlike the flavanols, the flavones
are characterized by an additional carbon−carbon double bond
and carbonyl group, which effectively extend the conjugated π-
system from the phenol-prime ring. The increased conjugation
in flavones has greater capability to delocalize the unpaired
electron density upon homolytic cleavage. Among the flavanols
considered, chemical differences arise from the presence of the
3′- and 5′-OH groups in the epigallocatechins, in contrast to
the 3′-H and 5′-OMe in the (epi)catechins. In epigalloca-
techins, not only do these hydroxyl substituents flanking the
4′-OH group involved in the linkage result in lower BDEs for
this type of flavanol, but also these moieties could result in the
formation of benzodioxane linkages,17,27 which is discussed
later.
Epigallocatechin gallate dimer bond strengths increased

relative to epigallocatechin, with an average rise of 6.1 kcal/
mol for all epigallocatechin gallate−monolignol pairs (Table
S2). Despite the introduction of the conjugated gallate moiety,
it lacks contiguous conjugation with the phenyl-prime ring,
which would be needed to stabilize the products of homolytic
cleavage. As seen in the monomer spin density calculations in
the section entitled Monomer Hydroxyl BDEs, the radical does
not delocalize onto the gallate ring, explaining the absence of a
stabilizing effect. Further, the epigallocatechin gallate dimers
were found to adopt folded structures, involving hydrogen
bonds between hydroxyl groups, as well as aromatic stacking
interactions. These interactions further lower the dimer
enthalpy and accordingly increase the energy gap between
the dimer and radical monomer products of bond cleavage. On
account of the labile ester moiety between gallate and
epigallocatechin, this flavanol is an attractive candidate for
lignin engineering35,69 and has been already demonstrated to
improve the delignification and fermentability of structural
saccharides.44 Importantly, epigallocatechin gallate has two
chemically similar 4′OH groups available to form linkages with
monolignols and accordingly would no longer behave as a
unidirectional initiation site but rather as a noncanonical
monolignol. Nevertheless, the labile ester moiety present may
further facilitate depolymerization reactivity via susceptibility
to hydrolysis under mild reaction conditions.83

Substituent effects were examined on the flavone systems by
comparing tricin (in which 3′ and 5′ methoxyl groups flank the
4′-O-β bond) to chrysoeriol, luteolin, and apigenin, wherein
the 3′ and 5′ substituents are exchanged for hydroxyl groups or
hydrogen (Figure 1). The most labile 4′-O-β linkages among
the flavone-monolignol dimers were found for luteolin (65.3
kcal/mol), followed by tricin (67.4 kcal/mol), when averaging
across the monolignols. The hydroxyl group in luteolin and the
two methoxyl groups in tricin ortho to the 4′-O-β bond are
therefore interpreted to reduce BDEs and indicate that
electron-rich substituents can slightly weaken the linkage.
The methoxyl and hydroxyl groups impart ortho inductive and
mesomeric effects on the flavonoid phenyl ring that may be
responsible for stabilizing the products of homolytic cleavage.
This is consistent with observations of significantly changed
NMR chemical shifts due to methoxyl and hydroxyl
substituents on the phenyl-prime ring.70 In contrast, the

substituent modifications further from the flavonoid-mono-
lignol linkagewhether on the monolignol phenol or
glycosylation on the flavonoidhad a lesser effect on the
linkage strength. Glycosylation at the 7-OH position on tricin,
for example, only reduced the BDE from 70.4 to 68.4 kcal/mol
(Table 1).

Comparing the two BDE approaches, the bond coordinate
energy predictions resulted in the anticipated higher enthalpies
than the relaxed radical products, as seen by the average 21.7
kcal/mol above those calculated from the reorganized radicals
(Table S1). The fact that the radical products underwent only
a small geometric change in the local optimization following
homolytic cleavage highlights the strong sensitivity of BDE
evaluations to geometry. The most predominant trends
nevertheless remain consistent between the evaluation types,
particularly supporting the predominant finding of weaker Fsat-
flavonoid linkages. While the bond coordinate energies
possibly represent an upper limit of bond strength under
conditions preventing rapid molecular rearrangement, the
relaxed BDEs including reorganization energy better model the
reactivity under conditions of higher temperature thermo-
chemical processing and were therefore used as the basis for
analyses in the remainder of this discussion.

4′-O-β Linkage Stereochemistry. Stereochemical effects
were explored by comparing the relative enthalpies of dimer
stereoisomers, ΔH(threo−erythro), presented in Table 2.

Similar to the findings for monolignols in previous
works,27,47,50,54 the flavonoid-monolignol enthalpies slightly
varied between isomers, which in turn affected the dimer
linkage strengths. However, isomer stability was found to only
weakly correlate with the ΔBDE, as shown in Figure S1.
Although a subtle chemical difference, the cause of

stereoisomer energy inequalities can be seen in the Neumann

Table 1. BDE of Coniferyl Alcohol Dimerized to Tricin vs
Tricin-7-O-Glc with Either Frozen or Relaxed Radical
Product Geometries in kcal/mol

dimer

G-(S,R)-tricin
G-(S,R)-

tricin-7-O-Glc

(S,R) (S,S) (S,R) (S,S)

bond coordinate BDE 94 94.5 84.9 95.7
relaxed BDE 70 70.7 65.6 71.2

Table 2. ΔH(Threo−Erythro) in kcal/mol for the ZPE-
Corrected Enthalpy of the Lowest Energy Conformers of
Each Flavonoid-Monolignol Dimer
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projections as viewed down the Cβ−Cα bond, as exemplified
in Figure 4A for coniferyl alcohol coupled to epigallocatechin.

The erythro and threo stereochemical arrangements result in
the intercalation of different substituents, such that the isomers
experience unique steric stresses and can minimize into
significantly different geometries (Figure 4B).
The average erythro dimer enthalpy was a negligible 0.55

kcal/mol lower than the average threo isomer enthalpy and the
majority of stereoisomers had less than 2 kcal/mol difference
in stability. This energy difference is of comparable magnitude
with methodological accuracy, leading to the conclusion that
neither global energetic preferences nor linkage strengths
correlate with flavonoid-monolignol stereochemistry.
Dimer Structures and Interactions. The lowest energy

dimers could generally be categorized as either extended, linear
conformations or folded, globular conformations. A simple
metric to assess dimer compactness was employed, namely, the
distance between the aromatic 4-carbon on lignin and
flavonoid 1′-carbon, as depicted in Table 3. In extended
dimer geometries, this distance reaches a maximum of ∼9.4 Å
and shortened to ∼4 Å in the folded conformations. In the
folded geometries, this interplanar distance between con-

jugated rings and their off-center parallel plane orientations
was characteristic of stacking interactions, or specifically,
polar/π interactions between electron-rich aromatic rings.72,73

The average C1′−C4 radius in flavones was 7.21 Å, versus 4.88
Å for flavanols, indicating the higher propensity of flavanol
dimers to adopt folded conformations. Partly influencing these
geometric preferences is the greater rigidity of the flavones due
to their planar, conjugated structures. In contrast, the sp3

hybridization on C2 and C3 of flavanols adds flexibility to fold
and accommodate intramolecular interactions.
While small in comparison with the covalent linkages,

hydrogen bonding and aromatic interactions affect the
enthalpies of lignin oligomers and have been shown in
experiments to substantially contribute to the self-assembly
properties of lignin.74−76 The full extent of noncovalent
interactions is not captured in small dimer models, but these
weak interactions warrant further investigations. The present
DFT study did not include solvent models, which can lead to
overestimated formation of noncovalent interactions that
would otherwise be interacting with solvent molecules.
Noncovalent interactions are nevertheless expected to arise
in the presence of solvent and become increasingly relevant in
more complex oligomers. Future works with MM/MD
approaches recently parameterized for lignin77 would be
capable of robustly examining structure reactivity and quantify
the extent to which specific intra- and intermolecular
interactions affect oligomer properties.

Monomer Hydroxyl BDEs. Activation of the flavonoids is
believed to proceed by the same mechanism of hydrogen
abstraction as with monolignols, creating a pool of reactive
radical monomers.38 The BDE predictions of the 4′-OH of
flavonoids and 4-OH of monolignols, shown in Table 4, reveal

the broad range of hydroxyl bond strengths, from 78.5 to 87.0
kcal/mol, and a similar ∼10 kcal/mol range of 80.5−90.1 kcal/
mol among the flavonoids. Several of the most commonly
observed glycosylation patterns on tricin were also compared,
including glucose or arabinose, which revealed that sugars
found at the 5-O, 6-O, 7-O, and 8-O positions on tricin did not
affect hydroxyl bond strength. These data suggest that radical

Figure 4. Neumann projections as viewed down the Cβ−Cα of the
monolignol (A) and lowest energy conformers (B) for the erythro vs
threo epigallocatechin-coniferyl alcohol dimer.

Table 3. Average Distances (in Å) between the Monolignol
C4 and Flavonoid C1′ Atoms, with Example Folded and
Extended Conformers

Table 4. Hydroxyl Bond BDEs (kcal/mol) of Flavonoids
and Monolignols
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activation of flavones, flavanols, and monolignols is comparably
an endothermic preliminary step in lignin biosynthesis.
Spin density difference calculations have been successfully

employed to depict the delocalization of the unpaired electron,
revealing the reactive sites on monolignols for radical coupling
in lignin polymerization.53,78 Therefore, the density difference
maps of the six monolignols and the flavonoid monomers were
compared, as shown in Figure 5. In monolignols, π-electron
delocalization extends beyond the conjugated ring, with
particularly high spin density located on the Cβ, representative
of the ability of monolignols to couple at multiple sites.
Analogous to the observations of dimer linkage properties,
methoxyl or hydroxyl substituents ortho to the site of bond
cleavage most strongly impacted the 4′-OH bond strength and
spin density maps. In flavonoids, delocalization beyond the
phenyl ring is also observed yet to differing degrees in the
flavones versus flavanols. In the flavones, unpaired electron
density is seen on the C2, C3, and carbonyl groups on account
of the more extended π-conjugation. In the flavanols, these
carbon positions are sp3-hybridized stereocenters and accord-
ingly do not participate in the delocalized π-bond network,
restricting the unpaired electron density to the phenyl-prime
ring. These electron density differences may affect the relative
radical scavenging reactivity of the different flavonoid classes
due to the slightly greater radical character at the 4′-O position
of flavanols.
Not explicitly seen in the maps is the additional possible

coupling reactivity in epigallocatechin and epigallocatechin
gallate. Due to the presence of 3′- and 5′-hydroxyl groups
present both on the phenyl-prime ring and the gallate moiety,
the epigallocatechins could form either 4′-O-β or benzodiox-

ane linkages at two phenyl 4-OH sites within the flavanol. In
C-lignin polymerization, experimental and theoretical works
support that the formation of a benzodioxane linkage is driven
by kinetic factors,16,27 which could similarly drive intra-
molecular ring closure in linkages for these flavanols and
have chemical implications for depolymerization. Also, unique
to the epigallocatechin gallate is the presence of the two
chemically similar sites for hydrogen abstractionthe 4′-OH
and gallate hydroxylwhich could result in the bidirectional
growth of a seeded lignin oligomer, provided that each site may
be sequentially activated. With the exception of epigalloca-
techin gallates that may offer multiple coupling sites, the
remaining flavonoids could serve as not only initiation sites but
also chain terminators. These antioxidant radical scavengers
could conceivably couple at their 4′-OH position with the β-O
of a growing lignin chain and terminate the lignification
reaction, thus imparting a dual mechanism of polymer
molecular weight reduction. Further investigations could
compare the coupling energetics of chain termination and
help elucidate additional possible coupling reactivity of
flavonoids.
On account of their additional available coupling sites, the

flavonoids apigenin, luteolin, and chrysoeriol could potentially
form condensed linkages β-5′ linkages or 5−5′-linkages, in
contrast to tricin, in which the proximal 3′ and 5′ methoxyl
groups would inhibit this reactivity. This type of linkage
between canonical monolignols has been examined both
theoretically14,47 and experimentally,19,22,70 yet these linkages
with flavones remain to be investigated. Particularly, NMR
studies to reveal whether such bonds with these tricin
precursors are formed in vivo would be of significance to

Figure 5. Spin density difference maps of activated radical monolignols and flavonoid monomers. Isosurface value = 0.001, generated in CubeGen.
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depolymerization chemistry due to these higher energy bonds
contributing to lignin recalcitrance.
Many remaining unknowns about lignin chain initiation

motivate future experimental works, foremost being to reveal
the effects of increased flavonoid expression on the lignin
oligomer weight by comparing the molecular weight
distributions of tricin-overexpression lines versus wild-type
plants. Additional in vitro studies could also clarify which
flavonoid classes natively serve as initiation sites, the roles of
different flavonoids and their substituent modifications, and
the degree of plasticity to utilize non-native initiation sites.
While tricin is the most studied flavonoid incorporated into
lignin, recent experiments indicate that tricin is neither an
obligatory chain initiator nor the only initiation site for lignin
biosynthesis.79 For example, in tricin knockout models, plants
produced lignin with an altered monolignol content and
incorporated naringenin, the precursor to flavone synthesis.80

Therefore, the precursors just downstream from naringenin in
the tricin biosynthetic pathway, apigenin, luteolin, and
chrysoeriol,57 could potentially serve as additional, alternative
initiation sites. Also, other classes of flavonoids that are
naturally synthesized in plants have been shown to couple to
lignin.14 As such, flavanols are likely candidates as alternatives
or supplemental initiation sites and the present findings
support that flavanols exhibit chemically similar H-abstraction
energies and linkages to monolignols. Engineering efforts to
overexpress flavanols, therefore, hinge upon experimental
verification of their role as initiators and further clarifications
of interdependencies between lignin composition and the type
of initiator.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Overexpression of initiation sites to the reduce lignin
molecular weight offers a promising strategy to improve the
lignin depolymerization efficiency. The enriched flavonoid
content in lignin would increase the significance of flavonoid-
monolignol linkage strengths, which were accordingly charac-
terized in this DFT study. BDE analyses indicate that
flavonoid-monolignol 4′-O-β linkages have strengths and
properties similar to inter-monolignol β-O-4 bonds. Incorpo-
ration of oxidized monolignols most significantly reduced
linkage strength, with the lowest 4′-O-β strength of 53.9 kcal/
mol found for Fsat-epigallocatechin. Flavone-monolignol
dimers, however, resulted in more consistent low linkage
strengths than the flavanols considered. Substituents ortho to
the linkage more significantly affected the 4′-O-β bond
strength, compared to minimal substituent effects further
from the 4′-O, which was also seen for the monomer hydroxyl
BDEs. Based on all enthalpy analyses conducted, we speculate
that the increased incorporation of either flavones or flavanols
would not be hindered by thermodynamic barriers. In whole,
results support that overexpression of flavonoid initiation sites
and oxidized monolignols could facilitate the production of less
recalcitrant lignin oligomers.
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■ ABBREVIATIONS
BDE bond dissociation enthalpy
C caffeyl alcohol
DFT density functional theory
F ferulate
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Fsat ferulate in dimers with a saturated Cα−Cβ bond
G coniferyl alcohol
H hydroxyphenyl alcohol
S sinapyl alcohol
5HG 5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohol
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